### GRAPHIC NOVELS
- Lunch Lady
- Fashion Kitty
- Chi’s Sweet Home
- Big Nate
- Dogma
- Claire & the Water Wish
- Fangbone! 3rd Grade Barbarian
- Geronimo Stilton: The First Mouse on the Moon
- The Boxcar Children
- Babysitters Club Graphic Novel (*based on Ann Martin Books*)
- Korokke, J.
- Harper, C.M.
- Kanata, K.
- Peirce, L.
- Pelkey, D.
- Poon, J.
- Rex, M.
- Stilton, G.
- Warner, G.
- Various Authors

### SERIES BOOKS
- Secrets of Droon
- Ivy and Bean
- Field Trip Mysteries
- How To Train Your Dragon
- Heidi Heckelbeck
- Hardy Boys: The Clues Brothers
- Ball Park Mysteries
- Nancy Drew and the Clue Crew
- Classroom 13
- Judy Moody
- Time Warp Trio
- Cupcake Diaries
- Third Grade Detectives
- DC Superheroes
- Little House on the Prairie
- 39 Clues
- Various Authors

### CLASSICS
- Freckle Juice
- Muggie Maggie
- Fantastic Mr. Fox
- Because of Winn Dixie
- My Father’s Dragon
- Gooney Bird Greene
- Mrs. Piggle Wiggle
- Sarah Plain and Tall
- Charlotte’s Web
- Blume, J.
- Cleary, B.
- Dahl, R.
- DiCamillo, K.
- Gannett, R.S.
- Lowry, L.
- MacDonald, B.
- MacLachlan, G.
- White, E.B.

### NON-FICTION BOOKS
- 10 Ways I can Earn Money (J 650.12 A)
- Antill, S.
- Kids Can Code: Understanding Coding With Minecraft (J 796.8152 A)
- Harris, P.
- National Geographic Kids Readers (All different topics)
- National Geo.
- You Can Be A Paleontologist (J 560 S)
- Sampson, S.
- Daredevil Sports
  - Roller Derby (J 796.21 J)
  - Parkour (J 796.046 J)
  - Motorcross (J 796.756 C)
  - MMA (J 796.815 C)
  - Longboard Skateboarding (J 796.22 C)
  - Jackson, D.
  - Jackson, D.
  - Castellano, P.
  - Castellano, P.
  - Ripley, C.
- Wagner, L.
- Cool World Cooking (J 641.59 W)
- Wood, A.
- Wacky World of Sports (J 796.7 W)
- Gigliotti, J.
- Extreme Sports: Animal Sports (J 798 G)
- Haw, J.
- Score! The Story of Soccer (J 796.334 H)
- Schwake, S.
FICTION

Starring Jules: Third Grade Debut  A. Ain, B.
The One and Only Ivan  Applegate, K.
Frindle  Clements, A.
Flora & Ulysses  DiCamillo, K.
How to be Cool in the Third Grade  Duffey, B.
Science. No Fair!  Krulik, N.
Diary of a Wimpy Kid  Kinney, J.
Stink & The Freaky Frog Freakout  McDonald, M.
Calvin Coconut: Trouble Magnet  Salisbury, G.
Einstein: The Class Hamster  Tashjian, J.

SPOOKY AND NOT-SO SPOOKY STORIES

Elliott's Park Haunted Hike  Carmen, P.
The Ghost In the Lagoon  Carlson, N.
The Jolley-Rogers and the Ghostly Galleon  Duddle, J.
Spooky America: Four Real Ghost Stories (J 133.1 H)  Haskins, L.
Ghost-Eye Tree  Martin, Jr., B.
Old Devil Wind  Martin, Jr., B.
The Werewolf Club Meets Dorkula  Pinkwater, D.
Goosebumps: Stay out of the Basement  Stine, R.L.
The Widow's Broom  Van Allsburg, C.

OLDER READER

Pig On The Titanic  Crew, C.
The Odious Ogre  Juster, N.
Henry's Freepa, Box  Levine, E.
The Littlest Grape Stomper  Madson, A.
The Boy of Steel  Negron, R.

Hanukkah, Shmanukkah!  Codell, E. R.
ZigaZak! A Magical Hanukkah Night  Kimmel, E.
Emanuel and the Hanukkah Rescue  Hyde, H.
Jackie's Gift  Robinson, S.
American Girl: Candelight for Rebecca  Greene, J.
Miracle Jar: A Hanukkah  Otto, C.

Seven Spools of Thread: Kwanzaa Story  Medearis, A.
Kwanzaa (J 394.261 M)  Murray, J.
Celebrate Kwanzaa (J 394.2612 O)  Otto, C.
Horrible Harry & The Holidaze  Kline, S.

Thanksgiving Recipes (J641.568R)  Rooney, R.
How the Grinch Stole Christmas  Seuss, Dr.
Geronimo Stilton: Merry Christmas Geronimo!  Stilton, G.